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A STRATEGY FOR MERGING AND MATCHING
MICRODATA SETS*
BY NANCY AND RICHARD RLJGGLF.S
This paper reLiews the problem of integrating microdata sets with each other and exanines a number of
ahernatwe approaches which hate been used. A strategy for merging and matching microdata sets based on
the use of statistically derwed hierarchical sort tags is described with reference to the 1970 Public Use
Sample and the Social Secl4rity Longitudinal Employer-Emplot'ee Data File. The formatting of microdata
sets for merging into single data sets is also discussed.
In the past ten years sets of data which are samples of information about individual
households and persons have emerged as a major tool of economic analysis.
These microdata sets can he thought of as alternative and supplementary to the
national accounts. For example, recent work of the Bureau of Economic Analysis
of the Department of Commerce [I] shows how microdata can be used to supple-
ment the information in the national accounts in studying the distribution of
income for the household sector. In a somewhat different way, the work of the
Brookings Institution [2] on tax models shows how the analysis of appropriate
microdata sets can provide answers to major questions which could not be ob-
tained with macrodata alone. Other uses of microdata sets for analyzing income
maintenance schemes [3], the distribution of income of the aged [4]. and more
recently simulations of the demographic and social characteristics of the popula-
tion[5]have been undertaken with a considerable degree of success.
Unfortunately, no single microdata set contains all of the different kinds of
information required for the problems which the economist wishes to analyze.
Different microdata sets contain different kinds of information. Thus for example,
the microdata set containing information on tax returns does not include the kind
of household social and demographic information which is available in the Survey
of Economic Opportunity sample. It was this fact which led the Biookings Institu-
tion to create a single microdata set merging these two types of information.
Ideally, one would like to combine for a given household and even for individuals
within the household the different types of data which are available in a wide
variety of different sources. Thus, it would be desirable to assemble, for each house-
hold or individual, census records, tax records, and social security records. For
the researcher outside of government, any such assembly of data would raise
problems of confidentiality, since as the amount of information about an individual
increases, idntiflcation of a specific case is more likely to be possible. Nevertheless,
within the Federal Government, considerable effort is being channeled into making
such exact matches for significant bodies of data.
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353In many instances, however, exact matchesmay not he theoretically possible.
A great deal of information is collectedon a sample basis. Where two samples
are involved the probability of the same individual appearing in bothmay be very
small, so that exact matching is impossible. Othermethods of combining the types
of information contained in the two differentsamples into one microdata set will
be required.
Oneofthe traditional ways of transferring informationbetween data sets is
by the useofregression analysis. Information is imputed fromone data set to
another by setting up a multiple regression modelto predict for each case in
sample A an estimated value of a variable containedin sample B. For this method
to be successful, it is of course necessary that thetwo samples contain common
variables which can serveas the independent variables in the regression equation.
Thus for example, if one sample showedthe union statusofwage earners and
their characteristics in termsofage, sex, race, occupation, industry, and income,
union status information might be imputedto each wage earner in another file
containing the same age,sex, race, etc.. characteristics. The validityofsuch an
imputation wouldofcourse depend on how well the variable which is being
imputed (union status) is explainedby the variables (i.e., the characteristics)
which are in common. Formany analytical purposes it would not benecessary
for tile estimate to beaccurate at the individual observation level. It ismerely
necessary that the estimate perform satisfactorilyon average over the existing
range of variation. If the regression fit is quite close, thesubstitution of the regres-
sion value for an actual valuemay not invalidate subsequent analysis.
The technique of imputation byregression is considerably less satisfactory
in transferring complexsetsofinformation. Thus for example, ifbudget informa- tion is to be imputedto a sample containing richer social anddemographic
information, a problem arises inthat budget outlays are all highlyinterrelated.
A separate estimate for each outlaywould produce an inconsistent budgetpattern for any specific individual. Oneofthe major objectivesofcollecting budget in-
formation, furthermore, is thestudy of the interrelationshipsamong budget
items--interrelationships which would belost if each budget outlaywere imputed
independently. Although it might bepossible to design a model whichwould take into account for each itemofoutlay the elements which had alreadybeen imputed, thus attempting topreserve the information in tile original sample,such a model would be highly complex, especiallyif the actual relationshipswere not well
approximated by a linearor log linear additive model. A simpler andsomewhat
more satisfactory way of proceeding would beto transfer complete sets of budget
information from observations inone sample to observations in the othersample by a matching process, thus retainingthe integrity of the sets of informationin both samples.
The useofa matching process has importantmethodological implications. Imputation by regression wouldnormally result in assigningmean values, whereas the matching techniquereproduces the distributionsofvalues in the original data set. For a single imputation themean value may be desirable, but forrepeated imputations the use ofmean values destroys the observedvariance. The success of the matching technique dependson the data being quite dense,so that similar
354cases can be found in both data sets. It should also henoted that for matching
purposes no specific functional relationship need hedetermined in advance.
Non-linear relationships will automatically be handled as efliciently as linear
relationships, without explicit recognition that the relationships are non-linear.
This is in marked contrast with the regression technique, which requires determina-
tion of the precise functional form in advance. In those instances where the func-
tional form is well known and the data are scattered so that matching is difficult,
regression analysis may provide more valid imputations, but with large bodiesof
data where similar cases do exist, imputation by matching has the virtuesof
retaining the distributional characteristicsofthe original sample and reflecting the
basic relationship more accurately.
SPECIFICATION OF THE MATCHING PROBLEM
If two data sets are to be merged and the observations within themmatched
with each other, formal procedures should be set up so that there are obiectiveand
valid criteria for making matches. Consider for example two data sets: (A) the
1970 Public Use Sample (PUS), and (B) the Social SecurityLongitudinal Em-
ployerEmployee Data file (LEED) as candidates for merging. These will have
certain variables x1 Xnin common. There will be y .....,, variables in the
Public Use Sample which are not available in the LEED file,and conversely there
will be z1 ... z,variables available in the LEED file which are not available in the
PUS file. Table 1 below indicates exactly what these variables are.For the matching
to be valid, the common x variables must separatethe observations into analyti-
cally meaningful groups. Trivial x variables which are unrelated to anyof the v
and z variables would merely result in a stochastic matching.
It may be that for some x variables a derived valuewill have to be created in
one of the files. Thus for example, the year lastworked is not explicitly given in the
LEED file, but it can be derived from the longitudinal workhistory. There is also
a very serious problem of alignment,in that an x variable in one data set may not
correspond exactly to the corresponding x variable in the otherdata set. For
example, the wage information collected by the Bureau of the Censuswill not cor-
respond for both definitional and statistical reasons to the wageinformation
reported to the Social Security Administration. On the one hand, the wageinforma-
tion in the Public Use Sample refers to all wages, whether or not covered by the
social security system. On the other hand, the level of accuracy of theSocial Security
wage reporting, where given, isstatistically better than the corresponding informa-
tion in the PUS. Differences in definition can sometimes be takeninto account.
Thus for example if a person's occupation or type of employment asshown in the
Public Use Sample is such that he is obviously not covered by thesocial security
system, no attempt would be made tofind a match in the LEED file.If, after
adjusting for differences in coverage, the distributions of wages in the twofiles are
still markedly different, a further statistical adjustmentwill be needed to align the
two sets of information. In this particular case thealignment will probably involve
adjusting the Public Use Sample wage data so that it more nearlyconforms to the
wage information in the LEED file.
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The problems of definition and alignment of the x variables for matching
purposes are extremely important and may consume a large part of the energy of a
matching eflort. Certainly the quality of the ultimate match will depend on how
thoroughly the definitional adjustment and alignment of the x variables in the
different data sets has been carried out. This topic deserves a paper in its own right.
but it is not the function of this paper to cover it. Rather, the remainder of this
paper focuses on an examination of different strategies of merging and matching
microdata sets which do contain already-aligned x variables.
The process of matching involves comparing values of the x variables in one
data set to the values of x variables in another data set in order to bring together
observations from the two data sets. The central question in this process resolves
itself into the choice of criteria to determine a match. Where the values of the x
variables in samie A precisely match the values of the x variables in sample B
there is no problem. In such an instance the observations in files A and B having
identical values for the x variables can be matched on a stochastic basis. In the
absence of additional matching information it is not possible to do better than this.
The real problem arises when the values of the x variables in the two data sets differ
somewhat, and it becomes necessary to decide which combination of x values is
most satisfactory for determining the match.
Conceptually, a distance function could be constructed to express the dif-
ference between the values of all the x variables for each pair of observations in data
sets A and B. The object of such a procedure would be to find for each observation
in data set A that observation in data set B which has the smallest distance measure.
To construct such a distance function, an analytic measurement of what is meant
by the difference between the values of the x variables is required.
In principle, the x variables are intermediate in the sense that their function is
to bring the y and z variables together synthetically. Although it is true that there
is no information in either data set about the joint distribution of the y and z
variables conditional on x, information is available on the joint distributions of the
x and y variables and of the x and z variables, and this information is relevant to the
creation of a satisfactory distance function. If outside information on the joint
distribution of y and z conditional on x is available it could be introduced as part
of the matching criteria; this possibility is not being considered here. If the match-
ing is undertaken for a specific analytic purpose, certain y and z variables may be
very much more important than others, so that different weights might be attached
to the different variables. Thus for example if the purpose of matching the two data
sets is to analyze the interrelationships among demographic and economic
variables, these variables may be emphasized. But if the purpose is to create data
sets designed to serve a wide variety of uses, much as the national economic
accounts provide data for many types of aggregative analysis. a more general
approach is needed. For such a purpose the y and z variables themselves can be
used as general criteria for determining whether two observations are similar.
METHODS OF DETERMINING MATCHES
One approach to developing distance functions is to use multivariate regres-
sion analysis, in which the dependent variables are the y and z non-matching
357variables, and the independentvariables are thex variables, to determinethe weights to be attachedto each of the .v variablesto get the best explanationof the r and z variables From such informationa distance function can beconstructed ihe paper by Horst Adlerillustrates the use of sucha procedure by Statistics Canada [6].
The work by Okner inmerging the Survey of EconomicOpportunity files with the tax model files in effectalso created a distance function,!v assigningConsistency scores for various criteria andthen requiring thatmatching he carriedout in accordance with theseConsistency scores. The initialstep in this processwas to group the units in each file into"equivalence classes," broadcategories which were considered to be very importantfor the matchingprocess. Within these equivalence classes narrow incomeclassbands were defined, andwithin these bandsconsistency scores were used to defineacceptable matches, whichwere then made on the basis of sampling probabilities.
The work by EdwardHudd and Daniel Radnerat BEA on merging theCurrent Population Survey filesand the tax model filesdiffers somewhat fromOkner's approach. The BuddRadnerapproach depends on therank order of observations in the two fileswithin broad equivalenceclasses. In effect theprocess ranks both files within fairlybroad wage rank classes,and within these, by selfemployment income and propertyincome. The actualmatch is achieved by Splittingthe records in each file so thatthe weight for tworecords with thesame rank in a particular subclass is thesame. It should be noted thatthis technique ofmatching using rank order in the two filestakes care of thealignment problem,on the assumption that the general orderingof information in thetwo files is correct andthat the align- ment problem is one of level.
A somewhat differentapproach was developed byRichard Rockwell tomatch the 1970 Public UseSample with the Surveyof Economic Opportunityfile. In this match fivevariables classified intoquite broad intervalswere used to cross- classify the data into288 cells. Withinthese cells matcheswere achieved by using three additionalvariables successivelyto arrive at a finalmatch. The Rockwell result could actuallyhave been achievedby a pure sortand mergeprocess, since the cross tabulationcell matchesare based on sequentialordering of the three additional variables.
ELABORATION OF CROSS
TABULATION TECHNIQUESOI MATCHING
The matchingprocess could in fact becarried out bymeans ofan n-dimensional cross tabulation using allof the x variables,with matches beingmade stochastically among observations fallingin the same cell.This process wouldproduce results different from thoseobtained by theuse of a distance function,since it is quite possible that twoobservations lyingat the Oppositeboundaries of a cellwould be matched with each other,whereas if a distancefunction had beenused observa- tions lyingnear the boundary ofone cell would hematched to observationsnear the boundary ofan adjacent cell. Anotherdisadvantage of thecross tabulation technique is that forany given cross tabulationthe density ofobservations in some cells may be quitehigh so that closermatching could havebeen achieved either by use ofa distance functionor by finer cross
classification Furthermore,cross
358tabulation may result in cells whici contain one or more observations of sample
A and no observations of sample B, and vice versa.
These difficulties could be resIved by using extremely line cross classification
grids to begin with, matching those cases which can be matched, and gradually on
an iterative basis increasing th': cell size until acomplete matching of all observa-
lions is achieved. Such a procedure does face exactly the same basic problem as
other techniques: some objective criterion will be needed to determine theintervals
of the x variables to be used to develop the cross tahiiations. Theintervals of the
x variables, furthermore, will depend notonly upon the relationship of the x
variables to the v andvariables, but also upon the density of the observations over
the variable space. Finer cross classifications are appropriate andpossible for large
samples, and higher quality matches can be achieved withoutexcessive cost.
This matter of cost is of considerable importance. since if matchingtechniques
are employed which require the comparisonof the observations in the two files to
determine the best match. the cost of handling very large data setsbecomes pro-
hibitive. With large samples. therefore, some adaptation of the crosstabulation
technique of matching becomes quite attractive.
THE SORT-MERGE STRATEGY FOR MATCI-IING
it is quite possible to accomplish the same result as iterative cross tabulation
processing by a single sort of the files which will yield a hierarchical nesting of cross
tabulated cells. Sorting is in fact the traditional method of producing cross tabula-
tions. In order to create a hierarchical nesting of cells, a seriesof sets of sort tags,
each representing one level of the hierarchical nesting. is attached toeach observa-
tion. The first (left-most) set of sort tags determines the broadest cellswhich are to
be used. To create this first set of sort tags each x variable is partitioned, on some
basis, into broad intervals. These interval specifications for all variablesconstitute
the set of sort tags which define the cell boundaries for the cross-tabulation.This
procedure is somewhat similar to the equivalence class concept used by Okner.
Within the initial broad cells, a second set of sort tags is then created to introduce
finer classifications. This is accomplished by partitioning each of the xvariables
into somewhat narrower intervals. This process can be repeateduntil, if desired,
the raw values of the x variables are reached. The process, in otherwords, is one
of taking a fairly broad cell and breaking it up into smaller cells, and thentaking
each of these smaller cells and breaking it up into even smaller cells. the process
continuing until extremely small cell sizes are reached. Sorting the two data Sets
according to these nested sets of sort tags, and then merging the twodata sets. will
yield a merged data set in which the observations which are closest to eachother
will by definition fall within a common ccli at some level of the hierarchy. aslong
as there is at least one A and one Bobservation in the first level of the hierarchy
(i.e.. the broadest cell): thus a match will be assured at somecell size. The size of the
cell at which the match occurs will of course depend on the density of the observa-
tions in the two samples. In very large samples. quite fineclassifications of the x
variables can be used at the most detailed level of the hierarchy since asubstantial
number of matches may be expected to occur at that level ofspecification. In
smaller samples where matches are less likely, broader classificationswill have to
359be used. This is anotherway of saying that higher density samples can produce
better matches.
TimSTATISTICAL MEASUREMENToiDIFi:1RENCi;s BETWEEN INTERVAI.SOF
THE MATCII1N(; VARIAnLES
The determination of the intervals ofthe .v variables which are to heused a cell boundaries is central to theproblem of matching. Ideally,one would like to
have the assurance that withina specified interval ofa given x variable thedistribu- tions of the v and z variablesare invariant. In other words, it should only heneces-
sary to distinguish between one interval ofx and another if doing so results in
significantly different distributionsof some v or z variable.
To test this, the observations fallinginto two different specified intervalsofari
x variable can be treated as different samples. If theprobability that these samples
come from different universes is low, thismeans that there is no statistical basis for
maintaining the distinction betweenthese intervals for matchingpurposes. Con- versely, if the probability is highthat the samples for the specifiedintervals come
from different universes, it willbe important to utilize thisinformation in develop- ing matching criteria.
The chi-square testcan be applied to the rand z distributions fordifferent inter- vals of an x variable to determinewhether the observed differencesare significant. Where the number of observationsis small, it may not he possibleto detect dif- ferences between intervalsofan x variable even wheresuch differences may actually exist. On thc other hand,where the number of observationsis very large, even
relatively small differences in thec and z distributions of observations for different
intervals will result in highlysignificant chi-square values. To theextent possible large samples should beused to determine the significanceof the observed dif- ferences; in somecases this may mean that stratifiedsamples should be soughtso that an adequate number ofobservations will be available foreach value of the x variables.
Where significant differencesare found in theor 2 distributions for different
intervals of x, it will then benecessary to make a further evaluationof the relative importance of these differences,in order to provide thebasis for the hierarchical nesting of cells basedon different intervals of thex variables. This can be done by
measuring how closely thepercentage distributions for they and z variables are
correlated for any two specific intervalsofx. Ifthe two percentagedistributions are the same, they would lieon a 45-degree regression line, and thecorrelation coefli- cient would be 1.00. If thetwo percentage distributions differ,the correlation
coefficient will indicate the sizeof this difference. Where thecorrelation is high for specified x intervals, collapsingthese intervals toa single interval for matching
purposes will result in less distortion inthe v and z variables than itwould if a low correlation exists. What is beingasked is whether thecombined interval ofx is a good proxy for either one alone.If the correlationcoefficient indicates thatone x interval will produce about thesame distribution for thev and z variables as the other x interval,a combined interval will bea satisfactory proxy. This statistical
measure makes it possible to specifythe hierarchical levelsof the sort tag in terms of different levels of thecorrelation coefficient
360Thus two criteria have been introduced. The chi-square criterion is intended
to determine whether the distributions for the v and z variables accompanYing two
intervals of an x variable are signilicantly different from each other, based upon
both sample size and the observed differences in the distributions, in those in-
stances where no significant difference is found, intervals can he combined without
doing violence to the match. Where significant differences are found, the im-
portance of these differences needs to be evaluated. The correlation measure asks
how different the distributions arc, in terms of how much of the total variance in the
distributions of the r and z variables is explained. Where the unexplained variance
is very small (i.e., where the correlation is high), the two intervals of the x variable
may be combined without significantly altering the distribution for the v and z
variables in question. Both measures, chi-square and correlation, are necessary to
provide valid and meaningful distinctions. On the one hand, with very large
samples, chi-square may be large, but the correlation coefficient may also be large.
On the other hand, with small samples, a low chi-square may accompany a low
correlation coefficient. In the first instance, there is a statistically significant
difference between the distributions but the difference is trivial, so that combining
the intervals will do no violence to the matching process. in the second instance.
there is a large difference between the distributions but it is not statistically reliable,
and so should not be used as a matching criterion. Only when a relatively high
chi-square is combined with a relatively low'correlation is maintenance of the
distinction between two intervals desirable.
Specific examples of how the chi-square and correlation measures are applied
may help to clarify the analysis. Table 2 shows how two intervals of the x variable
"work status" are related to thet'variable "size of family." The question which is
posed is whether the distinction between the interval "employed at work" and the
TABLE 2
DisTRiRurloOF FAMII.y SIzE BY WORK STATUS OF EMPLOYED WORKERS
x var!able: Employment Status
Employed Employed
at Work Not at Work
Number of Number of
Observations Percent Observations Percent
Comparison between distributions:
Chi square probability 0.0086 (based on distributions of number of observations)
Correlation coefficient 0.9852 (based on percentage distributions).
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2 1602 19.5 26 21.5
3 2487 30.3 31 25.6
4 1740 21.2 29 24.0
5 846 lO.3 13 10.7
6 329 4.0 5 4.1








interval "employed not at work' results in significantly different familysite dis-
tributions. The chi-square test gives a very low probability that theobserved
difference in the distributions Is significant. For thev variable "size of family,"
therefore, it can he determined that there is no statisticalreason not to combine
the two intervals of work status intoone for matching purposes.
In Table 3, the .v variable is "class of worker," and thev variable is "business
income." Chi-square is 1.000. indicating that the difference betweenthe distribu-
tions of business income for "employed" and "self-employed"is statistically
significant. The low correlation coefficient indicates that thedifference is important.
It is therefore important to maintain the distinction betweenemployees and self-
employed as a matching criterion, if business income isone of the r variables.
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF BUsiNFssINCoSIL.FOR EsIpLoyrrs AND S1:LI-tILOYFU
Comparisons between distributions:
Chi square probability 1.000 (based on distributions of numberof observations)
Correlation coefficient 0.1479 (based on percentage distributions).
In Table 4. the x variable is "class of worker,"and the r variable is "size of
family." The chi-square of 0.9536 indicatesa strong probability that the observed
difference between the two distributions ofsize of family is statistically significant.
However, the correlation coefficient is alsohigh, indicating that in terms of total
variance the differences between the two distributionsare small. Keeping govern-
ment employees and private employees inseparate intervals for matching purposes
would therefore not appreciably improve theattribution of family size.
THE PARTITIONING OF A MATCHINGVARIABLE INTO INTERVALS
Application of the clti-square andcorrelation measures as criteria for parti-
tioning x variables requires thedevelopment of suitable algorithms whichcan he
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-9900 - tOO 19 4.4 7 0.7
0-200 74 17.3 32 3.2
201-600 80 8.7 52 5.2
6011,000 37 8.6 52 5.2
1,001- 1.300 10 2.3 40 4.0
1,301 2.000 45 10.5 110 1.5
2.001-2,500 23 5.4 64 6.4
2,501-3,200 26 6.1 87 8.6
3,201-4,100 23 5.4 129 12.8
4101-5,000 25 5.8 108 10.7
5.001-7,6(X) 40 9.3 152 5.1
7.601-15.500 23 5.4 146 145
15.501-24.500 2 0.5 16 I6
24,501 and over I 0.2 6 0.6
TOTAL. 428 100.0 1007 100.0l.ABI.E 4
Comparison between ditrihutions:
Chi Square Probability 09536 (based on distributions of numhec of observations)
Correlation Coefllcient 0.9966 bsed on percentage dlstr!butlons).
embodied in computer programs to process the data and report outthe results
in an intelligible form. Different algorithms will he requireddepending on whether
the x variables are (1) well ordered, or (2) non-ordered orpartially ordered. Wage
income is au example of a well-ordered variable. Raceand class of worker are non-
ordered, and such variables as industries or regions and states arepartially ordered
into hierarchical sets.
For a well-ordered variable with a relatively smallnumber of raw values and
a large number ofobservations for each raw value, the procedure is quite straight-
forward. The distributions of v and z variables for adjacent intervalsof the raw
values of the x variable are compared and the chi-squareand correlation measures
computed. lfno significant difference is found or if the sizeof the difference is below
a given level, the raw values are combined.A comparison can then be made between
the newly combined interval and other intervalsadjacent to it. In this way the x
variable can he partitioned into a set of intervalsbased on specified levels of chi-
square and correlation coefficients.
In some cases a well-ordered x variable max' have aninconveniently large
number of raw values. Thus the variable "wages" in thePublic Use Sample consists
of 250 intervals of S 100. and the LEED file reports wages inSI units. Instead of
comparing each raw value, a different procedure is used. The xvariable is arbitrarily
partitioned into a relatively small number of intervals which arethen compared.
\Vhere significant differences are found, each of theseintervals is split into two
intervals, and these are compared. This process continues untileither no signifi-
cant differences are found between intervals or rawvalues are reached. Various
techniques could be used to partition the x variables intobroad intervals, but the
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869 2.4 186 116
2 394 9.9 279 20.4
3 2075 29.6 439 37.1
4 1445 206 288
5 728 WA tIS 84
6 289 4.1 38
7 24 .8 13 1.0
8 50 0.7 6 0.4
9 or more 17 0.2 3 (1.2
Fotal cases 8537 100.0 1707 I000dividing it into eight majnr segments, each of which has the same number of
observations. This approach assures that the resulting intervals will enntain an
adequate number of observations to provide reliable comparisons, and that optimal
use can be made of the sample size.
The only difference in the procedures for analyzing well-ordered x variables
with few raw values and well-ordered x variables with many raw values is that in
the former case smaller intervals are aggregated into larger intervals whereas in
the latter case lar2e intervals are disaggregated into smaller intervals.
For non-ordered x variables, the concept of adjacent intervals is not meaning-
ful. It will therefore be necessary to make all possible pairsvise comparisons be-
tween intervals in order to determine which can be combined. For partially
ordered or hierarchical variables, the comparisons are first made at the broadest
group level (e.g.. major industry or region). For these groups all possible pairwise
comparisons would be made. Where separate groups are identified, pairwise com-
parisons would be carried out for sub-groups within the major group. This process
would be continued until the hierarchical ordering is exhausted.
It should be apparent that the specification of the chi-square and correlation
criteria for combining intervals will determine the number of intervals in the
partitioning.Ifeven a small difTerence between intervals is c'rnsidered statistically
significant and important then there will be more intervals. If large differences are
tolerated then the numberofintervals into which the x variable is partitioned will
be reduced. Thus by using different levels of chi-square and/or correlation coefil-
dents as criteria, different levelsofpartitioning will be generated. yielding a
hierarchical set of intervals.
An x variable is generally analyzed in terms of more than one v or: variable.
It is therefore necessary to consider how a generalized partitioning is to be derived
fromthe individual partitionings resulting from individual ç, z variables. Two
different rules could be applied. First, it would be possible to construct the general-
ized partitioning so that it would reflect the most detailed intervals represented in
the individual partitionings. Second, it would be possible to pool the percentage
distributions for all the y,: variables and compute the correlation coefficient on the
basis of these pooled distributions.
An example of an x variable (wages) which has been partitioned into three
nesting sets of wage intervals is shown in Table 5. The raw wage values consisted
of 250 wage classes of S 100 each ranging from SI -99 to 25,000 or more. In making
the interval analysis 27 v variables were used. At the most detailed hierarchical
level (level 3) only those wage classes were combined where the chi-square measure
of the difference between intervals for every y distribution was less than 0.95. This
criterion resulted in 21 intervals, ranging in size From 5100 to Si 3,20() and including
from 0.7 to 13.1 percent of the observations. It should be pointed out that the wide
wage class for the 21st interval (i.e.. 11.800-25,000 and over) is due in large part to
the relatively small number ofohscrations in this range. The sampleon which these
runs were made contained about 20,000 observations: this means that about 300
observations were in the 21st interval. An increase in sample size and/or the use
of stratified sampling would probably have resulted in the 21st interval being
broken down into additional intervals. In terms of the matchingprocess, such finer
intervals wuid improve the matching for only 1.7 percent of the datato be
364lABLI5
PARIIIIONING 01- WAoI C'IAsSFS INtO INIIRVALS
1-lierarchical Levels
Level I Level 2 level 3
Top income class is S 25.000 and over.
SpecJicatioiis for cotnbini;ig uiieriu!s
If chi-square is in the range between 0.00 and 0.94 intervals willhe combined irrespective of corre-
lation coefficient.
If chi-square is in the range between 0.95 and 1.00, intervals will hecombined if the correlation
coefficient is above the levels shown below for the differenthierarchical le'.els




















































































matched, but for research where analysis of the highest wage classes isimportant.
however, special attention might well be directed to improving matching inthese
wage classes. For level 2, the criterion forcombining intervals used for level 3 was
relaxed to combine, in addition, intervals where chi--square was morethan 0.95
but the correlation coefficient exceeded 0.90. This reduced thenumber of intervals
to eight, with a minimum wage class size of$lOO() and minimum coverage of 1.5
percent of the observations. It is interesting to notethat four of the 21 intervals
specified at level 3 of the hierarchy were carried over unchanged atlevel 2 of the
hierarchy. Finally by relaxing the correlation coefficient criterion to 0.70,the
eight intervals at level 2 of the hierarchy collapse to two intervals forlevelI.
At this level the two income classes distinguished are Sl-i,799and $1,800 and
above. The first interval contains 32 percent of the observations.
365It isof coursepossible to generate as many hierarchical le\ elsas desired. For
some of the x variables, however, it may be deLided that exact matchinuis needed
This would be somewhat similar to defining equivalence classeswithin Which all
matching is required to take p!ace observations in differentequialence classes
would never be matched with each other. Three possiblecandidates fcr suchan
exact match are age, sex, and tace. Exact matching on these variableswould have
the advantage that specific age, race, and sex cohorts would berecognized in both
files, and the mean values and distributionsofthe,variables for these cohorts
would not be affected by the matching process.
TurOPERATIONALPRocEss01 MER(;IN(; ANI) MATCIIIN(;l)AFA Fii rs
Once the concepts have been deeloped for establishinghierarchical levelsof
sort tags based upon intervals of x variables derived from theComparisonof
distributions of the non-matching v andvariables, the foundation is laidfor
matching and merging any two data files with each other. Thevalidity of sucha
match will depend on (l)the adequacy of (hex variablesas the basis for the match.
(2) the correspondence of the different concepts of thex variables in the two samples
and their alignment, and (3) the density of the observationsin the two samples
which are being matched. Unless all these conditionsare adequatel' met, the
matching process will not be satisfactory, and themerged bodyofdata will
probably not be very useful for any kind of analysis.
l'o some extent, the importance of these variousconditions can be tested
experimentally by splitting a large data set in half, and thencarrying out the process
of matching the two halves with (a) differentcombinations of matching variables,
(b) stochastic or systematic biases which havepurposely been introduced into
specific variables, and (c) varying sample densities.Since matching a sample against
itself can provide informationon how the relationships resulting from the match
correspond to the actual relationships,some measure of the adequacy of the match-
ing process under various experimentalconditions can be obtained. The NBER
matching project is now carrying out suchexperiments, to determine the sensitivity
of the matching process to different kindsof limitations.
The actual process of mergingand matching data sets breaks downinto a number of different steps. First,the two data sets whichare to he merged and
matched must be formatted insuch a way that observationscan be uniquely
identified. Second, the interval ofthe x variables whichare appropriate for each
level of the hierarchicalsort tags must be derived. Third.a new file for each data set
must be created, containing only theidentifier foreach observationand a hierarchi- cal sort tag basedupon its values of the .v variables. Fourth.the new tagged but
unmatched files must be sorted inthe same order, producing anothermatched file In which specificobservations in data sets A andB are linked. Final!, the linkage between matchedobservations must be introducedinto oneofthe data sets and the data set sorted insuch a manner that the fullsets of information for the matched observationscan be brought together by mergingthe two data sets.
Formatting tile data sets. It isunfortunately true that data sets whichare to he merged and matched usuallyhave quite different formats. Oftenthere are no
unique identifiers for the differentobservations, and this information will need to
366be added so that aspecific observation from onetile can be linked with aspecific
observation in the secondfile. It is also important.in any merged tile, tohe able to
identify which information camefrom what source.Finally, it should bepossible to
introduce new kindsof information into a filewithout disturbing existingnforma-
tion.To meet theseneeds, a special 80 characterrecord has been createdconsisting
of a 20 characterinformation tag and60 characters of data.The information tag
serves thefunction of uniquelyidentifying the observation,indicating the source
of the data, andproviding informationabout the formatof the data. The contents

















The serial identifierprovides an identificationfor each observation.In the Public





Type of unit inhousehold
2
Serial number of unitin household 2
Total
10
Type of unit is used todifferentiate betweenrecords referring to (1)the household,
(2) the family, (3) thesub-family or (4) the person.In the LEED file.the identifier
for individuals isassigned on a sequentialserial basis (7 characters),followed by a
work history identifier(3 characters).
The tag for sourceidentifies the originof the data in the60 character data
portion of the record.By using alphanumericsource referencesthe two character
source tagpermits approximatelY1.300 sources to beidentified. The information
type. item. andline tags are used todesignate the formatof the data recorditself.
The item tagwithin this set permitskeeping track ofmultiple sets of datawhich
have precisely the sameformat. The continuationtag allows the80charactCr record
to be extendedby additional80-character records assupplements. Such adevice
permits text materialsuch as comments,footnotes, etc., tobe introduced at a
specific point in a filewithout affecting thedata. In other wordswhat the informa-
tion tag accomplishesis (1) identifying aspecific observation,(2) indicating the
source of theinformation, and (3)specifying the format inwhich the data is classi-
fled. The system is openended in that differentkinds of data fromadditional
sources ofinformation can beadded at any timewithout disturbing theexisting
record. Programswhich are designed tO runon the originalfile will continue to
operate onaugmented files.
367The Public UseSample househkland perSon recordsare each 12(1 charac ters long. TheseWere split into two househol(lrecords, each COntaining60 car,c_ ters of data, and twoperson records each alsocontainine 60 charactersof data. The Cvci'sInto tagged ecords didnot increase the si,e ofthe file, Sinceonly one SOcharacterperson record Wasrequired for individtjalsof 14 years ofage or less. The sec(,ndrecord was notrequired since itContains only informationwhich is not applicableto individuaJ14 years and under----information suchas times married veteranstatus, and employmenthistory.
In the case of theL.EEI) tile, theoriginal data came invariable records, from 92 charactersto 32 thousand charactersin length. Inreformatting this file,one type of recordwas created for employeeinlorma(ioii andanother for employer work history informationA g!ven individualwould have one basicemployee record and asmany employer recordsas required to Cover hiswork history. Recasting the dtflreiitdata sets intocompatible formatsmakes it possible not only to usec0m)n programs forhandling andprocessing the differentfiles. bitt to merge thedata sets after linkageshake been madebetween specificobserva tions, The newmerged file will theticontain data for thelinked observationsfrom both sources, insuch a way that boththe source andthe format of thedata are easily identified
i)erj,'(uimz ot the1Cri'(ll,/;)r inatchinrariahle,s.The derivation ofthe proper inten-jls oleacli.v variable for eachhierarchical level of thesort tag constitules the heart of thematching process, Aproerarn named ltx) hasbeen developedwhich will for any givenx variable createsort tags basedupon chi square andcorrelation criteria applied to thedistributions ot specifiedi' orvariables. Theconceptual basis of this dert'atjo,ihas already beendiscussed lot'well-ordered variables,non- ordered, and hierarchicalvariables. Thisprogram can he runon samples of the data sets ratherthan the frill datasets which arc to hematched, or if desiredcan be run within age andsex cohorts, in orderto determine whetherdifferent intervals should he usedin the matchirg ofdifferent age andsex groups, The inputrequired for thisprogram includes thedistributions of the',variables for eachpossible interval of the .vvariables, The (tv)progrjnì also requiresas input the chisquare and correlatioticriteria whichare to be used indetermining theintervals of x for each hIerarchicalleel in thesort tag. These criteriacan easily be alteredso that the programcan generate differentsets of hierarchicalsort tags whichare based on d9rent criteria
('lean00 of Sortt.s.Given theoutput from the I(x)program for eachx variable the next taskis to apply the1(x) criteria toeach observationin both data sets, and attachto e%ery ohserationthe hierarchicalsort tags required forthe matching process,Ior thispurpose a taggingprogram examines thevalues of the
.'aria bles for eachohservaiimt andProduces a new filecontaining anapproprjat et of hierarchicalsort tags attachedto the identifier forthe observation The lipikim ofohs01', atimi,s,The liii king ofobservations isachieved by sorting the tile of tageeciidetilitiers br eachdata set in theorder of thehierarchical sort tag. It is thenpossible to process thetvo sortedtagge(J files to find foreach observa. tjoin data set Athe closestmatch in dataset B. The closestmatch in thissense means the ohseratioj forwhich th sorttag matches at thelowest (most detailed) possible hierarcJicjllecl. Since thedata are fed fromthe sortedtagged files
368sequentially, this corn ;uiSOfl can be made Simply and at loweost.It should he
noted that what is hci''tonin this process is that each ohser'.ation in data setA
is being matched with the best possible choice in data set B inaccordance with the
1(x) hierarchical sort tags. If a match of data set B with data setA is wanted. it is
merely necessary to alter the program. so that for each observation inB the best
match from data set A is chosen. From an analytic point of view, it mayin fact he
desirable to generate a single data set in which the best possiblematches of both
A with B and B with A are represented.
An example of a portion of merged tagged files used tolink observations is
given in Table 6. In this example each observation isidentified by a person serial
number and by a source number which indicates which file (A or 13)the obser\a-
tion comes from. Exact matching is done on age. sex,and race (30 year old, white.
males) and 10 otherx variables (a-f). Six hierarchicallevels specified by the 1(x)
program are used. For each observation a setof sort tags was generated for each
hierarchical level and both files were sorted and merged on thebasis of the sort
tags. The objective of this matching was tofInd for each observation in file A
(source 31) the closest observation from file B (source32). The underlined sort tags
indicate the level at which the match is made.
It is obvious that the specification of thehierarchical levels will determine the
level at which matches take place. lfthe specification issuch that almost all matches
take place at the most detailed level, thequality of the match could be improved by
introducing stricter chi-square and correlation criteria toincrease the number of
intervals in the sort tag. If almost all the matches occur atthe broadest !evcl of
hierarchical sort tags, this would mean that the moredetailed intervals are not
useful, given the sample size, and the efliciencyof the matching process could he
improved by somewhat relaxing the chi-squareand correlation criteria. The exact
calibration of the chi-square and correlation criteriathus depends on the matching
process itself: experimental runswith the sets of data to be matched can heused
to provide the necessary calibration.
Merging the basic data. Once the identifiers indata set A have been linked with
identifiers in data set B. the problem resolvesitself into purely a sort-merge process.
Probably the simplest way to accomplish the sortand merge of the two files is
to sort the linked identifiers in theorder of the identifiers for file B. andassign the
file A identifier as a sort tag to theidentifier in file B. Where an observatiOli in
file B is used more than once. it will he necessary toreplicate the data accordingly.
Itis then only necessary to sort the recordsin data set B in the order of the
identifiers for file A. and merge the resulting filewith file A. The merged file will
then contain the final results of the matching process.
Sv\isi.\RY
The strategy of merging and matching datawhich has been outlined here
was designed primarily toprovide for systematic processing of information based
upon objective rules and criteria.An attempt was made to make maximum useof
the information contained in the data sets aboutthe relationships between the
matching and non-matching variables. The explicitutilization of a distance func-





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3because the comparison of observations to arrive at minimal distance measures
would consume excessive computer time if used for merging and matching large
data sets. The utilization of hierarchical sort tags based upon the1(x)technique
was developed primarily because the sort-merge process is relatively economical
of computer time and can he implemented for large data sets. Since large data sets
do provide closer matching because of the higher density of observations, it can
be expected that a simple technique applied to large data sets will yield better
results than more complicated procedures which try to find good matches in small
data sets where no satisfactory matches exist. This suggests strongly that in order
to develop a well matched data set it may be desirable to use large samples even
when this sample size is not required for the end purpose. Thus, the two million
observations in the Public Use Sample may profitably be matched with the two
million cases in the social security files, even if the final sample size which one is
aiming at may be only 5ft000 cases. Once the larger matched data set is created, it
is a simple matter to select a smaller sample from it.
When one of the two data sets to be matched is small, it is still trite that a high-
quality match may be obtained if the second data set is large. But where both data
sets are small, it is quite possible that the resulting match will not be highly signill-
cant when done by any method, and under such circumstances other niultivariate
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